Multipoint boundary value problems (MPBVP's) for ordinary differential equations arise naturally in technical applications. For a given dynamic system with n degrees of freedom, there may be available exactly n states observed at n different times. A mathematical description of such a system results in an n-point BVP. The discretization of certain BVP's for partial differential equations over irregular domains with the method of lines also forms MPBVP. In this paper we are concerned with finding numerical solutions of MPBVP's by converting these to equivalent initial value problems.
INTRODUCTION
Generally for the boundary value problems the actual construction of a solution; even though it may be known to exist and to be unique (see, e.g., [10] - [18] ) is a more difficult matter than constructing the solution of the equivalent initial value problems, for two point boundary value problems (TPBVP's) "shooting methods" (see [1] - [9] ). For numerical solutions of MPBVP's only little work has been done, for example Urabe [19] , [20] has used Chebyshev series method, Bellman etc. [21] have used quasilinearization, Meyer [11] has used invariant imbedding and several others have used finite difference methods. Since we will convert MPBVP's to its equivalent initial value problems we shall not only need the existence of the unique solution of the boundary value problem but also need the existence, uniqueness and stability of the initial value problems for the given differential equations. In 1956 Goodman and Lance [7] developed a practical shooting method (method of adjoints) for TPBVP's. In section 2 it is realized that if the adjoint equations for linear ordinary differential equations are integrated with proper conditions this method can also be used for MPBVP's and we find the set of missing initial conditions in one pass through the process. In section 3 we present that this method can be used directly for the most general linear implicit MPBVP's also. Section 4 deals with another practical method for Finding missing initial conditions method of complementary functions which was used previously by Miele [8] for TPBVP's. In section 5 we prove that the method of adjoints and the method of complementary functions are theoretically the same, where as in computational realization both are different and choosing one of them depends on the particular problem, for TPBVP's see [6] . In section 6 we show how the method of adjoints for linear problems can be applied in an iterative fashion to solve nonlinear MPBVP's. In every iteration we obtain corrections to the trial values for the missing initial conditions. In section 7 we once again use the method of adjoints for most general implicit MPBVP's. In section 8 we prove that the method of adjoints for nonlinear MPBVP's used in an iterative fashion is actually a realization of Newton's method for solving a system of equations. In section 9 we give two linear examples, the First with known analytic solution; the second we have integrated numerically and shown that the results agree with the results obtained in [11] using invariant imbedding. Some nonlinear practical problems and their solutions using the methods of this paper will be published subsequently.
GENERAL METHOD OF ADJOINTS
Consider the set of n linear ordinary differential equations with variable coefficients 3; = A(t)y + f(t) (2.1) where A(t) --n x n matrix with elements aij (t), i, j = 1, 2 ..... n y(t-) --n x I vector with components yl(t), Y2(t) ..... Yn(t) (t) = n x n vector, derivative of y with respect to t, with components, Yl' Y2 ..... Yn f(t) = n x 1 vector with components fl(t), f2(t) ..... fn(t).
Our concern is about the solution of (2. AT(t) = n x n matrix, the transpose of the matrix ACt ).
Now we multiply the i-th equation of (2.1) by xi(t ), summing over all n equations, to obtain n n. n n
(2.4) Similarly we multiply the i-th equation of (2.3) by Yi(t), summing over all n equations, to obtain
On adding (2.47 and (2.5), we f'md n n i~l[Xi (t))~i + xi Yi (t)] = i~1 T xi(t) yi(t) 
In (2.9), Yik i (tj), j = 1, 2 ..... are specified in (2.2). The fi(t) are known functions of t. Hence the generation of (2.9) for the (n -kl) specified boundary conditions Yik i (tj), j = 2, 3 ..... N, yields a set of (n -kl) linear J algebraic equations in the (n -kl) unknowns Yi(tl), where i ¢ ikl, i = 1, 2 ..... n.
LINEAR IMPLICIT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Consider the system of n linear ordinary differential equations (2.1), together with the most general implicit boundary conditions
On integrating (2.6) over [t 1, t], we have n n t n xi(s ) fits) as.
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where U(t) = n x n matrix solution of the homogeneous matrix -matrix equation
where U(tl) --I, the identity n × n matrix. The second term of (4.1) is the particular solution w(t) = n x I vector with components wi(t ), i= 1,2 ..... n of (2.1) with initial conditions wi(tl) = 0, i = 1,2 ..... n. The general solution of (2.1) may be expressed in component form as
Adding all the equations of (3.3) and using (3.1), we find
This is a set of n equations in the n unknowns Yi(tl), i = 1, 2 ..... n. Thus the linearity of the differential equations, the linearity of the implicit boundary conditions, and the proper choice of the terminal conditions for the adjoint equations permit us to solve this problem directly as for the standard case of section 2.
METHOD OF COMPLEMENTARY FUNCTIONS
Here once again we shall consider boundary value problem (2.1), (2.2). We know from the variation of constants method that the general solution of (2.1) can be given as
where u(S)(t) is the s-th column of U(t). Rewriting (4.3) 
COMPARISON OF THE TWO METHODS
We shall show that the two methods, the method of adjoir/ts and the method of complementary functions are theoretically the same. First we shall show that the coefficients of Yi(tl) in both the equations (2.9) and (4.6) are the same. The matrix -matrix equation ( Since w(t) is a solution of (2.1) with the initial Condition W(tl) = 0, we can express w(t) as from (4.1)
which by premultiplying by x(t) T gives t
x(t) T w(t)= f x(t) T U(t) U(s) -1 f(s)ds. (5.7) t 1 Now, we know that if U(t) is the solution of (4.2) then = -AT(t)x is x(t) = U(t)-Tx(tl ) the solution of and hence x(s) = U(s) -T U(t)Tx(t). Substituting this in (5.7), to obtain x(t) T w(t) = ft xT(s) f(s) ds t I which is in component form
Using the solutions of (5.3) with conditions (2.8) in (5.8), we obtain the required equation (5.6).
NONLINEAR PROBLEMS
Consider the set of n ordinary differential equations Yi = gi (Yl' Y2 ..... Yn' t), i= 1, 2 ..... n (6.1)
together with the boundary conditions (2.2).
To solve nonlinear problems the method of adjoints for linear problems discussed in section 2 can be applied in an iterative fashion. Here we just give the method; estimates of the speed of convergence and error will be given in section 8.
Assume trial values Yi(tl), i # i k , i = 1, 2 ..... n and integrate (6.1); let yi(t) be solutiolns corresponding to guessed values at the point t 1. Let us consider a nearby solution Yi(t) + 8Yi(t), i = 1, 2 ...... n where 8Yi(t ) is often called the variation, a ftrst order correction to Yi(t) to produce the actual solution of (6.1), (2.2). The differential equations of the nearby solutions are
Yi(t) + ~Yi(t)= gi[Yl(t) + 8Yl(t), Y2 (t) + 8Y2(t) ..... Yn(t) + 8 Yn(t), t] i= 1, 2 ..... n. (6.2)
Expanding the right hand side of (6.2) in a Taylor's series up to and including first order terms, we obtain the variational equations n 8gi 8yi(t) j=~l 3yj 8yj(t), i 1,2 ..... n The fundamental identity (2.7) for (6.3) and (6.4) reduces to n n Z xi(t ) 8Yi(t) -=~1 xi (tl) 8Yi(tl) = 0. (6.5) i=1 i We have interpreted the variation 8Yi(t ) to be the difference between the true but unknown and the calculated solution i.e. 8Yi(t) = Yi(true)(t) -Yi(calc)(t), i= 1, 2 ..... n t 1 g t ~ t N . (6.6) Since equations (6.3) for 6Yi(t) are only approximate systems, the process of finding the true solutions will be an iterative process which terminates when 8Yi(t ), i= 1, 2 .... , n; t 1 < t < t N are sufficiently small (preassigned tolerance). We always take ~Yik 1 (tl) = 0, where superscript k denote koth iteration. With this equation (6.5) takes the form
Now integrate adjoint equations (6.4) backward with the conditions (2.8), we finally obtain
(6.9) j=2,3 ..... N which is a sum of (n -kl) algebraic equations in Thus for the nonlinear differential equations the method of adjoints is an iterative process, which also computes only the corrections to the trial values for the missing conditions at t 1.
IMPLICIT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR NON-LINEAR PROBLEMS
The most general implicit boundary conditions for the nonlinear system To solve (6.1) with the boundary conditions (7.1), first assume a set of trial conditions Yi(tl), i = 1, 2 ..... n and integrate (6.1) from t I to t N. Now we def'me the variation in qi as 6qi = qi(true) -qi(calc) ' i = 1, 2 ..... n since qi(true) = 0, it follows that
We def'me the variation in qi in another way as = ~ 3qi n 6qi j=l 3yj(t 1) 6YJ (tl) +jE=I 3yj3qi(t2) ~yj(t2 )
; i,j-1,2,...,n; s=1,2 ..... Ncan be found analytically from (7.1). Equations (7.3) are a set of n equations in Nn variables 8y i (ts), since ~qi is known from (7.2)." For every yj (ts) which appears in the set of implicit boundary conditions (7.1), the adjoint equations (6.4) must be integrated backward with the conditions
By the identity (6.5), we obtain the set of (N -1)n equations n X(s) (7.4) E . . (tl) 8y i(tl) = ~yj (ts)-i =1 x,j If we substitute (7.4) in (7.3), we obtain n 3qi ~qi=j~l~ 3yj(t 1) 6yj(tl)
.., n a set of n equations in the n unknowns ~yj(tl), j = 1, 2, ..., n. Once 8yj (tl) are known, new trial values at the point t 1 are formed using yj (tl) + 6yj(tl), j = 1, 2, ...,n.
CONVERGENCE AND ERROR ANALYSIS
For the problem. (6.1), (2.2) the missing conditions at t 1 are obtained by the iterative process. We solve (n -kl) algebraic equations (6.9) to obtain [SYi(tl " " "-and the next )](k), 1elk1, 1-1,2 ..... n (k + 1)-th iteration is obtained by (6.10) . Denote the solution of (6.1) then we need to integrate only Once the adjoint equations but the rate of convergence will be slower. The numerical experience for certain problems shows that the modified Newton method requires less computer time than the original Newton method, see [6] . The results of Urabe [22] give the component-wise convergence and the error estimates for the modified Newton method.
9. SOME EXAMPLES where the values in parentheses are the numerical results given by Meyer [11] using the invariant imbedding method and solving the invariant equations using the Runge-K.utta method, with step size h = .001.
